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NEW SOLIDARITY INTERNATIONAL PRESS SERVICE

Labor Party "IPS"Expose Forces Backdown
On July 4 Terror; Rocky Opts For Uganda Massacre
In Outflanking Maneu�er
July 4 (NSIPS) - At the time of this writing, the Bicentennial
terrorist plans built up over the past two months by the
Rockefeller Atlanticist faction - aimed at imposing martial
law Schachtian government in the U.S. through the bloody
activation of Marcus Raskin's Institute for Policy Studies
terrorists - have fizzled. As recently as 48 hours before the
scheduled Bicentennial Day onslaught, professional intelli
gence analysts were describing the state of activation of the
Rockefeller "invisible government" apparatus as having
reached the "saturation point." One analyst drew the direct
analogy to the hours leading to the 19&1 Bay of Pigs in
vasion and the 1963 assassination of President John F.
Kennedy. Rockefeller military advisor, Lt. General William
Yarborough, on a July 1 interview identified July 4 as the
"put up or shut up" day.
There can thus be no confusion over the fact that up
through the hours before the terrorist hordes were to be
flooded into Philadelphia. Washington, D.C. and New York
City. the Rockefeller "Operation Bicentennial" was very
much a live operation. Only one factor intervened to force
Rockefeller and Company to accept this serious tactical
defeat in the United States: the recognition on their part that
they stood to suffer a more serious tactical defeat by actually
following through on their domestic terrorist program. The
simultaneous bloody culmination to the Uganda hijacking
operation was very much tied to the domestic decision.
In the several weeks leading into July 4, U.S. Labor
Party representatives had created the environment aimed
precisely at forcing the Rockefeller backdown. Police and
elected officials in the nation's capitol and over sixty cities

around the country - encompassing every major urban
center targeted for Bicentennial or racial violence - were
thoroughly briefed on the details of the Rockefeller in
surrectionary plans. Institute for Policy Studies agents in
place in those cities were correctly targeted as the terrorist

controllers. In effect, bad the Rockefeller faction decided to
activate the terrorists, the Institute for Policy Studies would
have been immediately destroyed. A secondary but equally

crucial related effect would have been the consolidation of
pro-Constitution forces, most notably the Ford Republican
Party machine, the non-Fabian, principally local and
regional Democratic Party old liners, leadership of the civil
rights movement, the Teamsters, etc., and the lawen
forcement agencies associated with those political groupings
- under close Labor Party collaboration and tactical
direction. With the dismantling of the crucial Raskin In
stitute networks, which encompass the terrorist gangs,
the press and related "watergating" capabilities, the Jimmy
Carter "machine," etc; Rockefeller, Kissinger et. al would
have soon been relegated to the archaeological category of
"petrified toothless dinosaurs."

The Box Scores

Beginning with the April 26-28 Glassboro, N.J. "Sym
posium on International Terrorism," the Labor Party
Security Staff received hard evidence from top Rockefeller·
family allied think tanks concerning the planned July 4
terrorist activations. Literally scores of canned "scenarios"
were gridded against the press outlets, academICS and
government officials cited as their sources. Programs
calling for the activation of a nuclear "Pearl Harbor"
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terrorist attack apinst the Bicentennial events, the Mon
treal Olympics and the Democratic National Convention; for
the assasination of President Ford during his keynote ad
dress in Philadelphia today; for the detonation of a nuclear
device in some major urban center: for the outbreak of
bloody racial violence in urban centers throughout the
country coinciding with terrorist actions in Philadelphia and
Washington DC; etc. were put out by circles directly
traceable back to the Institute for Policy Studies and the
allied International Association of Chiefs of Police.
By the weel( of June 21-28, direct field reports from east
coast cities had confirmed the deployment of Institute
terrorists from the various Bicentennial coalitions (July 4
Coalition, People's Bicentennial Coalition, Revolutionary'
Union, American Indian Movement, Weathermen, Puerto
Rican Socialist Party ... ) into east coast cities. These
deployments were most notably characterized by a heavy
·infusion of funds, free access to large quantities of drugs and
weapons.
Crucial evidence gathered during this period established
that Attorney General Edward Levi. operating through the
Justice Department's Civil Disorder and Community
Relations Services (both created under the direction of Gen.
Yarborough - see the accompanying feature report for full
details) would maintain finger-tip control over the activities
of the Institute terrorists through street level interfacing
with the riot "marshalls" and the countergan g controllers
What happened? Approximately reliable police estimates
placed 15,000 hard core Institute zombies in Philadelphia by
midday today. A sim ilar number arrived at the same time in
Washington, DC. A marginal factor of ten to twenty thousand
"peripheral" dupes and Institute fellow travelers failed to
show up in each targeted city as the direct result of Labor
Party exposure of the Rockefeller-Raskin terrorist designs�
.

The marginal no-shows undercut the range of terrorist
options; however. that was by no means a decisive factor in
the orders to cancel the operation. The facts of the Justice
Department's tight command and control - thus un
dercutting the Frankenstein danger inherent in bringing
together large congregations of drugged zombies - were just
as much crucial in putting the "stops" on the operation as
they would have been had the top-down Rockefeller decision
been made to "activate."

The Current Tactical Opportunities
Two critical features of the Rockefeller decision to
sacrifice the Bicentennial terrorist action highlight both the
dangers and the openings created by these developments:
1. The June 30th debt rollover crisis which precipitated !.de
terrorist offensive in the first place still remains unresolved.
Neither the debt moratorium-International Development
Bank nor the imposition of Schachtian police state rule have
been realized. The necessity, from the Rockefeller stand
point, therefore, to go ahead with the terrorist offensive not
only still exists: it now becomes an even greater necessity.
General Yarborough stated that "the terrorist onslaught will
continue until the U.S. population has received such a hotfoot
that they will accept martial law ..
2. Drawing on both the tactical opening and the crucial
evidence provided by the events surrounding the Bicen
tennial terror operation, the Institute for Policy Studies
networks are now at their most vulnerable state. Yet they
still remain intact. As the unfolding events in Uganda,
Lebanon and West Germany indicate, as long as the net
works remain intact. no one can sleep soundly - reassured
that he or she is safe from the threat of terrorist violence and
nuclear devastation. Raskin's Institute has never been more
vulnerable. It can and must be destroyed now
...

.

Israeli Raid Into Uganda Part Of The Script
The Israeli terrorist raid into Kampala. Uganda was an
attempt to provoke another Munich style massacre. part of
the hijacking scenario in which the Rockefeller-connected '
Dayan-Peres clique has been complicit right from the start.
Using three Israeli planes and one unidentified aircraft. an
elite commando force of high-ranking Israeli officers moved
,into the airport where the hostages were held. spending
twenty m inu tes murdering anywhere from 20 (according to

Israeli sources) to 100 (according to Ugandari sources)
,Ugandan soldiers at the base. destroying about 10 Ugandan

NEW YORK. July 4 (NSIPS) - The follow ing statement was
issued today by the Executive Committee of the U.S. Labor
Party:
A raging fight. much of it behind the scenes:has erUpted in
the United States. as a result of exposure of members of the
Rockefeller family and others as being directly behind the
current wave of international terrorist acts. The most recent
terrorists' abduction of an international passenger flight is
one of the centrally deployed provocateur. operations
arranged for the period of the USA's Bicentennial
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planes, and practically destroying the entire airport with
explosives before they went after the hostages. They thus
provided the zombie terrorists with ample time to massacre
all the hostages. but the unstable zombies. according to
press reports. were talked out of this by members of the
hijacked plane's crew, thereby permitting the hostages to be
actually rescued.
All of the zombie terrorists - including the German leader
who could not carry out his assignment of blowing up the
hostages - were killed. as well as three hostages and one
Israeli commando.

celebrations. The included object of the projected wave of
international terrorist provocatoins is to assist in pushing
through police-state and fascist-modeled economic
legislation during the summer months.
'

The most visible element in the exposed international
conspiracy is the Roc kefeller bac ked Institute for Policy
Studies. The Institute. a 196 3 founded successor to the old
British Foreign Office's Fabian Society. runs a vast Maoist
and terrorist i' �ernational network under various covers.
The technic I support for the Institute's Maoist and terrorist
-

-

